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• Introduction         

• The role of on-screen testing within e-Assessment 

• What have we done so far?     

• Demonstration session – your thoughts on an example on-

screen test 

• Where is on-screen testing going? 

• Questions       

 

We will explore in what way Cambridge International Examinations is driving 

innovation in computer-based testing. In this session you will learn about what we 

have done so far and what we propose to do. 

In summary 



“The term ‘e-assessment’ denotes 

any type of assessment that has an 

electronic component and 

incorporates one or more of e-

testing, e-portfolios and e-marking.” 

On-screen testing is part of e-Assessment 

In this context, ‘on-screen testing’ 

focuses on assessments conducted 

on a PC, laptop, tablet or 

smartphone. 



What have we done so far? 

IGCSE Geography Paper 5 

Live testing 2006 to 2014 

Extensive school trialling, including 

partnerships with other assessment 

organisations and platform providers. 

We have focused on live on-screen testing with candidate and 

school focused international school trialling. 



We have are also looking at the ‘look and feel’ of our on-

screen tests. 

What have we done so far? 

Checkpoint – what 

could it look like? 



Demonstration session 

Physics 
Example trial test 

Aimed at ca 16 year olds 

A chance for us to show you a range of tests and give us your 

thoughts and feedback 

IGCSE Geography 
Live test 2014 

Aimed at ca 16 year olds 

Checkpoint 
Example items 

Aimed at ca 13 year olds 



Feedback 

• Did the test look easy to use and navigate? 

• Which tools are: 

• Most useful? 

• Least useful? 

• Which other tools would you like to see? 

• What did you like/dislike about the test in general? 

• What would you change? 

• What would you like to see in a Cambridge on-screen test? 

 

 



How does your feedback align with our trials? 

Few candidates hid the 

timer 

The ‘end’ button terminology was 

confusing. “Can’t I go back?” 

The test was easy to start 

and navigate 

Liked sound and animations – 

“more fun than tests on paper” 

Some higher ability candidates felt 

animations got in the way 

Some found animations confusing to 

use – particularly question 8 

Candidates generally preferred rough 

paper for working instead of the 

notepad 

Candidates liked the on-

screen customisation, and 

wanted more 

Candidates could complete the 

test in the time (although there 

appeared to be some guesswork 

on the last question) Some found it difficult to read the 

graphs (question 8), which could also 

be linked to some suggestion of eye 

strain 



Our immediate plans for on-screen testing 

We are looking to provide on-screen tests from 2016: 

• Checkpoint (summative) in English and Science 

• Progression Tests (diagnostic on-demand) 
 

Both tests provide a more appropriate assessment for 

digital learners. 

 

On-screen Progression Tests will significantly reduce 

the administrative overhead for teachers. 

 

 

 

 

In the future, we are considering optional on-screen tests 

for IGCSE and A Level where they are appropriate. 



UK Driving test 

While there have been some notable successes, 

adoption for high-stakes general qualifications has yet to 

become widespread. 

KS3 ICT tests Pisa testing 

So where is on-screen assessment going? 







The tensions surrounding high-stakes on-

screen testing 

vs 
“Schools are cautious about implementing on-screen 

testing for live exam series and will not do anything that 

may disadvantage their learners.” 

“GCSEs and A Levels are in danger of becoming ‘invalid’ 

because most children now learnt and researched their 

subjects online” 

Isabel Nisbet (Ofqual) 

Malaysian school feedback 



Questions? 



Learn more! 

Getting in touch with 

Cambridge is easy  

 Email us at 

 info@cie.org.uk           

 or telephone 

 +44 (0) 1223 553554 

 www.cie.org.uk 


